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Adams in Africa

When I took up my first academic post at the University College of the Gold Coast in
early 1951 I was surprised to find Dennis Adams already there as I had known him
earlier at King’s College, London. Dennis had entered King’s after war service and
was one year ahead of me. He was, in fact, President of the Biological Society at
King’s, a position I myself occupied later after he had left college with a first and a
prize for being the best student of his year.  There was not a lot of contact between
students of different years in the Botany Department  but I do remember that we both
acted together in a satirical student play about biologists working in the tropics, a
state of affairs, ironically enough, we both found ourselves doing in later years!

Ghana, as it is now known, was of course the Crown Colony of the Gold Coast
when Dennis and his wife Elsie first went out there in 1949 and it remained so until
1957. The University College of the Gold Coast provided a University standard
education in that country for the first time and the staff, mainly British, were
possessed of tremendous zeal and pioneering spirit, the more so since many of them
felt free for the first time from the greyness of the austerity and rationing that still
persisted in Britain for several years after the end of the second World War.

So it was that the field scientists in particular spent a tremendous time travelling
and exploring the country and Dennis was certainly one of these.  On one occasion I
met him on a dirt road near Navrongo  in extreme northern Ghana in a sort of Stanley
meets Livingstone situation!  On another occasion when I was with Dennis and his
wife - I believe we were on our way to the Puso Puso ravine which must be the
nearest thing to a Pteridologist’s heaven  - we had to take off our shoes and stockings
to ford a forest stream.  This caused great interest for a group of children who were
standing by who began to talk excitedly.  Elsie interpreted this by saying that they
were probably saying “And their feet are white too”!

In those days when travelling we stayed at rest-houses, originally built  at a days
walking distance from each other for District Commissioners doing their rounds
before the days of motor-cars.  They were looked after by resthouse-keepers who
usually also helped with the housework.  The Adams arrived at one such place tired
and hungry after a long hard day and asked the resthouse-keeper to make a meal for
them.  He went off to the kitchen and they  waited and waited but nothing happened.
Eventually Dennis went to the kitchen and found their man carefully and laboriously
cutting very thin slices of potato to turn into elegant potato crisps instead of the chips
they had asked for!

Dennis once said to me after a particularly hectic period of trekking that he had
better settle down and do a bit of work for a change!  And his work was not only on
ferns but on many aspects of flowering plants as evidenced by the number of papers
on such plants that he published.

I offer Dennis my very best wishes on reaching his eightieth year and hope for
both our sakes that I may be asked to write another appreciation of him when he
reaches his century!

George W. Lawson, Honorary Associate,
The Natural History Museum, UK
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C. D. Adams on a visit to Royal Holloway College, UK, 1958/59

King’s College Biological Society, 1947/48. C. D. Adams second from left,
first row; G. W. Lawson fourth from right, back row.


